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Time has passed so long.

But what happened inside.

No one outside knows.

The people like War Bear Country and Hydra are anxious.

Like ants on a hot pan…

What the hell is going on?

Did Levi Garrison tell the secret?

“It’s over, it’s over! I’m afraid the Apocalypse Empire is about to rise this time!”

“This is a great threat to our War Bear Country!”
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…

Resources are so important in this era.

There are resources to rise.

And there are more and more ways of man-made gods.

Some technologies are available.

It can maximize the absorption of spiritual energy by the human body and
become a god.

How can they not be in a hurry? ? ?

“Look! What is that?”

at this time.

The people who were paying attention outside Apocalypse City saw the aircraft
coming to Apocalypse City.
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“This is Levi Garrison’s aircraft! How did you come to Tianqi City?”

“One, two, three… ten aircraft…”

Everyone saw ten aircraft entering Tianqi City one by one.

Shocked.

Moreover, the ten aircraft are very large, and they can hold a lot of resources at a
glance.

“This, this… This is Levi Garrison’s compromise, sending resources to the Tianqi
Empire!”

“Sure! Why else would ten aircraft come here? They must be here to transport
resources!”

“It’s over! Levi Garrison has handed over all the resources to the Tianqi Empire!”

“Then he must have told all the secrets of the resources to the Apocalypse
Empire!”

…

All agreed so.

This is definitely a thunderous message for the major forces!

War Bear Nation only hates themselves for being too slow.

The only way to stop it now is to enter the Apocalypse Empire.

But that’s war!

No one will touch these easily!

Daxia’s group of moral kidnappings also burst with anger.

Just looking at Levi Garrison so helplessly, handing over all this to others.

None of this matters to the organization of the revenge Hydra.

As long as these resources are less than Hydra and War Bear Country, it’s fine.

It doesn’t matter to anyone else!

The point is that Levi Garrison doesn’t have it.



Therefore, they are extremely excited.

However, the reality was very different from what they thought.

These ten aircraft were basically used for robbery.

Not to send resources.

And the aircraft is empty, where do the resources come from.

Of course there is a party that knows what’s going on.

That is the Black Dragon Country.

They suffered at the hands of Levi Garrison.

You can roughly guess what happened.

The only thing they are not sure about is whether Levi Garrison can fight against
nearly a thousand gods in the Apocalypse Empire.

Now that the aircraft are coming, they are sure that the Apocalypse Empire is
defeated.

I’m also glad that they didn’t gamble at that time, they would definitely lose if
they gambled.

Seeing that the Tianqi Empire was so miserable, Heilongguo laughed.

Their losses are great.

But the gods of the Apocalypse Empire should all be destroyed.

With the entry of the aircraft, it also means that it is all over.

The “robbery” of the hiring organizations has also come to an end.

Now they move the looted resources into the aircraft little by little.

“Deduct your remuneration yourself! In addition, take a little more yourself!”

Levi Garrison said.
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In fact, he doesn’t need these resources at all.

It was just that the Apocalypse Empire provoked him, and he wanted to rob.

Do not give them any possibility of becoming gods.

However, Levi Garrison’s words made these employment organizations all
excited to death.

Nothing to do, so much white stuff? ? ?

“Mr. Ye, my doomsday mercenary army owes you a mission! Next time you need it,
just call us! No revenge!”

“The same is true for our Holy Gold Mercenary Corps!”

“So is our Black StormMercenary Corps!”

“And the same with our Hell’s Angels!”
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…

This group of employment organizations didn’t know how to thank Levi Garrison,
so they could only express their kindness in this way.

But after speaking, they regret a little.

Because…because Levi Garrison doesn’t seem to need it at all?

With his strength, who can stop it.

Where else do you need to hire them?

This time, they were hired only because they wanted to be coolies.

But Levi Garrison nodded: “Okay, no problem, I’ll call you again when I have a
chance!”

This puts everyone at ease.

Continue to move resources one by one.

In the end, all the resources of the Apocalypse Empire were robbed.

The Apocalypse Empire deserves to be the third-ranked force in the world list,
and the resources are not comparable to the Black Dragon Empire.
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The resources are half of what Levi Garrison has.

See how terrifying it is!

In the end, ten aircraft were fully loaded and left.

The hiring organizations also got their own pay and left one by one.

As for Levi Garrison, Emperor Tianqi III personally escorted him out.

Followed by a crowd of people.

Because everyone can’t understand Levi Garrison’s temper.

If he is in a bad mood, will he destroy the entire Apocalypse Empire?

So they didn’t dare to have any hostility, they could only send Levi Garrison and
his party out of Tianqi City with a smile.

The people watching outside watched as Emperor Tianqi III personally sent the
three of Levi Garrison out.

It is more and more certain that Levi Garrison has told the Apocalypse Empire all
the resource secrets.

It must have been the secret of the resources that made Emperor Tianqi smile so
brilliantly.

If Emperor Apocalypse III knew what everyone was thinking, he would probably
die of anger.

Can’t you see that Lao Tzu is forcing a smile? ? ?

Is this Laozi smiling brightly?

your mom! ! !

My Apocalypse Empire is almost gone, which one of your eyes can see that I am
smiling happily.

He is sending a bunch of robbers.

Levi Garrison and the others left.

The ten automated aircraft flew directly across the sky and disappeared in their
tracks.



In the end, all these resources were transported to the deep mountains near the
Apocalypse Empire.

This is also a first-level forbidden area, which was explored by Levi Garrison.

If these resources are placed in the first-level forbidden area, no one will move
them.

Among these resources, Ye Xuan selected medicinal materials that might be
useful to Levilia and asked the Dark Doctor to study them.

At this time, the team entrusted by Doctor Dark was actually researching Levilia’s
poison and using technology to study it.

Especially on the side of the Sky Shield Bureau.

War Eagle Country.

In the highest meeting room of the Sky Shield Bureau.

Only a few people.

Among them are the head of the game Smith and senior Nielsen, and two more.

It is an existence with a higher identity than the two Smiths.

One is the decision-maker of the War Eagle Nation, and the other is the existence
behind the War Eagle Nation.

“There was a message over there just now…”

one of them said.

“What’s wrong?”

Smith stared at him closely.

“They have studied the poison in Levi Garrison’s daughter, and it can be solved!”

said the man.

Smith and Nelson looked at each other and smiled immediately: “Then let’s notify
Levi Garrison immediately? He now has quite a terrifying resource! Let’s take this
as a request and ask him for resources!”

In fact, the two of them have been jealous of Levi Garrison’s resources recently,
and have long wanted to intervene.



Now the opportunity has come, how can we not hurry?

What’s more, the people behind them can directly solve Levilia’s poison.

Isn’t that what Levi Garrison can give you what you want?

Others can get so many benefits just by trying methods or medicinal herbs.

“Who said to detoxify Levi Garrison’s daughter? What’s our business?”

It was just that the man said suddenly.
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